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Time-resolved x-ray emission spectra from optically ionized helium and neon plasmas
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The interaction of high-power, subpicosecond laser pulses with gas targets is expected to produce highly
nonequilibrium plasmas whose parameters are controlled by the laser wavelength and polarization. We inves-
tigate such plasmas by measuring time-resolved x-ray-emission spectra in highly ionized helium and neon
plasmas produced by high-power optical ionization. Electron temperatures are observed to increase with
increasing laser wavelength and with variation of the laser polarization from linear to circular. These results are
in qualitative agreement with current models for production of tunnel-ionized laser plasmas. Limited quanti-
tative agreement, however, reflects the complexity of the optical ionization process and suggests the important
role rapid cooling processes can play in these plasmas. Emission spectra are combined with time-dependent
kinetic simulations to assess prospects for x-ray lasers pumped by rapid electron-ion recombination.
@S1063-651X~97!10812-1#

PACS number~s!: 52.40.Nk, 52.25.Nr, 42.55.Vc
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in high-power, short-pulse laser tech
ogy permit experiments where atoms are brie
(10212– 10214 s) exposed to electric fields comparable to
atomic unit of field strength (;531011 V/m). A significant
consequence for both plasma and atomic physics is the
duction and control of ‘‘novel’’ plasmas. ‘‘Conventional’
~long pulse, e.g., nanosecond! laser plasmas achieve a hig
stage of ionization as ‘‘seed’’ electrons produced and hea
by the laser collisionally ionize the medium; accordingly, t
electron temperature is correlated with the ionization stat
the plasma. In contrast, it has been proposed that inte
subpicosecond laser pulses can produce plasmas whose
tron temperature and ionization state are, to a large exten~i!
decoupled from one another and~ii ! independently con-
trolled by laser parameters@1#. This decoupling between
electron temperature and ion stage occurs since the ion s
is determined by the laser intensity while the electron te
perature is determined by laser-electron interactions su
quent to ionization. If sufficiently short laser pulses are us
electron heating due to plasma wave generation or inv
bremsstrahlung absorption can be minimized and the e
tron temperature is determined by the~essentially single-
atom! physics of the optical ionization process. In this pr
cess, commonly modeled as an electron tunneling throug
laser-suppressed Coulomb barrier, the dominant factors
termining the electron energy are the laser wavelength
polarization@1,2#. The ability to exercise fine control ove
plasma parameters is of interest both intrinsically and
applications ranging from x-ray laser generation@3# to cre-
ation of laser-plasma particle accelerators@4#.

Leemanset al. have studied tunnel-ionized plasmas pr
duced in the long-pulse (;500 ps), long-wavelength~10
mm! regime@5#; electron temperatures were observed to v
with laser polarization and were estimated to be of order
times higher than the ionization potential of the target g
sample. In contrast, proposals for using tunnel-ionized p
571063-651X/98/57~1!/982~12!/$15.00
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mas as x-ray lasing media are based on predictions
shorter-wavelength and shorter-duration laser pulses
generate electron temperatures comparable to~or signifi-
cantly less than! the ionization potential of target gas@1–3#.
Previous experiments performed with shorter-waveleng
subpicosecond laser pulses have utilized Thomson scatte
to measure electron temperatures@6,7#. Thomson scattering
experiments performed in our laboratory@6# indicate that av-
erage electron energies in tunnel-ionized He plasmas are
described by the so-called quasistatic model of Refs.@1–3#.
The Thomson scattering experiments of Blythet al. indicate
that heating due to stimulated Raman scattering and inv
bremsstrahlung~IB! absorption become dominant at high g
density and high laser intensity@7#. Neither the work of Lee-
manset al. @5# nor the Thomson scattering measurements
@6,7# provides data on thedistributionof electron energies in
tunnel-ionized plasmas. Such information is important b
for a basic understanding of the plasma generation me
nisms and for x-ray laser applications. The spectrum of fr
bound plasma fluorescence can provide a direct mappin
the distribution of electron energies within a plasma, th
providing important complimentary data to the work of Re
@5–7#.

In this work time-resolved free-bound~and bound-bound!
x-ray-emission spectra are measured from plasmas prod
through the interaction of intense, subpicosecond laser pu
with helium and neon gas targets. Previously, we reported
results obtained using linearly polarized laser pulses
with helium gas samples@8#. Here we extend those measur
ments to study neon plasmas and to study the effects of l
polarization and wavelength.

The He experiments are performed at lower gas den
and lower laser intensity than are the Ne experiments.
plasma parameters are primarily determined by the~atomic!
ionization process. Evolution of the emission spectra occ
on a time scale comparable to the time resolution of
detection apparatus; we are able to resolve thermalizatio
the electron distribution as well as a cascade of populatio
982 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 983TIME-RESOLVED X-RAY EMISSION SPECTRA FROM . . .
the ground state of HeII . In addition, spectra are measured
a function of laser polarization. In qualitative agreement w
the quasistatic model, heating of the electron distribution
observed as the laser polarization is varied from linear
circular. The initial distribution of electron energies, how
ever, is not well described by this model. We discuss p
sible causes of the discrepancy. Electron-ion recombina
is observed to proceed too slowly to produce~recombina-
tion! gain on the Lyman-a transition of HeII . Measurement
of the electron thermalization process, however, indica
that a Lyman-a laser~at 304 Å! with gain of order 10 cm21

is feasible if a second laser pulse is used after thermaliza
of the electron distribution.

The Ne experiments are performed at higher gas den
higher laser intensity, and with longer laser pulses than
the He experiments. Accordingly, the electron temperatur
expected to be much higher than for the He experiments
post-ionization heating mechanisms such as inverse bre
strahlung absorption are expected to strongly influence
initial electron temperature. Emission spectra are meas
as a function of laser wavelength. While significant heat
of the electron distribution is observed with increased la
wavelength~in qualitative agreement with the quasista
model!, measured initial temperatures are significantly low
than expected. A model of thermal conduction cooling s
gests that significant cooling of the plasma occurs on a t
scale comparable to the time resolution of the detection
paratus. In particular, the highly ionized He-like plasma
the center of the laser-gas interaction region cools to a t
perature determined by the surrounding, colder plasma o
sub–10-ps time scale.

II. HELIUM EXPERIMENTS

A. Apparatus

He experiments were performed using an organic-dy
based laser system@9#. A 160-fs laser pulse centered at 61
nm is focused to a peak intensity of 131016 W/cm2 using an
8.1-cm focal length off-axis-parabolic mirror. The focal sp
~16 mm in diameter! was positioned 1 mm from the exit of
pulsed gas valve~Lasertechnics model LPV!, which provides
an output gas density of 1018 atoms cm23 for our experimen-
tal parameters of 100-psi backing pressure and 1-mm
valve orifice@10#. Recombination fluorescence is collected
an angle of 90° with respect to the laser propagation dir
tion using a gold-coated curved mirror and focused onto
entrance slit of a grazing incidence, x-ray monochrome
Entrance and exit slits of the scanning monochrometer w
set to 1 mm, which provides a spectral resolution of 6 Å for
the 1200-lines/mm diffraction grating used in these exp
ments. The spectrally resolved fluorescence is detected
a microchannel plate intensifier and time-resolved us
time-correlated photon counting@11#. Corrections for the
spectral response of the detection apparatus, while accou
for, are minimal~nominally a 15% effect@12#!. The temporal
impulse response of the apparatus was measured
frequency-doubling laser pulses in a 1-mm potassium d
drogen phosphate crystal and sending the nominally 10
UV pulses directly into the detection apparatus. A histogr
of photon arrival times was recorded, which indicated a
sponse time of 60 ps@full width at half maximum~FWHM!#.
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Circularly polarized laser pulses were generated with use
a quarter wave plate and found to be better than 95% ci
larly polarized.

B. Overview of spectra

A sequence in the evolution of the recombination spec
can be observed for linear laser polarization in Fig. 1 and
circular polarization in Fig. 2. While a range of ion stag
from He21 to neutral He are produced owing to the spat
distribution of the focused laser pulse, data were taken
spectral region that emphasizes recombination kine
within the fully ionized region of the plasma. For instanc
bound-bound transitions to the ground state of HeII cover a
spectral range 40.8–54.4 eV, while bound-bound transiti
within He I contribute fluorescence at photon energies be
25 eV. Free-boundtransitions to the ground state of HeII

fluoresce at photon energies beyond 54.4 eV, while fr
bound transitions to HeI or to excited states of HeII would
appear predominantly at lower energies and do not cont
ute to the spectra as seen by the absence of continuum s
below 54 eV@see Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!#.

The data points of Figs. 1 and 2 each represent an ave
of 2050 laser shots and a five-point smoothing algorithm w
applied to the spectra. Error bars, assigned as the rms a
age of multiple traces, are nominally610%. At early time
~0–50 ps! the recombination spectra are dominated by fr
bound emission as only a small fraction of electrons h
recombined to He21. The initial free-bound spectra pea
;10– 30 eV beyond the HeII continuum edge at 54.4 eV. In
contrast, the free-bound spectrum for a Maxwellian distrib
tion of electrons is expected to peak at the continuum e
@13# so that the spectra suggest initially non-Maxwellian d
tributions. The initial free-bound structure is not reproduc
at higher photon energies in the spectrum and conseque
is not a second-order spectrum of the diffraction gratin
Later in time ~150–200 ps! the structure in the free-boun
spectra becomes less pronounced, indicative of free-elec
thermalization, and electron-ion recombination leads to
appearance of line emission. At the latest time~350–400 ps!
the free-bound spectra are peaked at the continuum e
consistent with full thermalization of the electron distrib
tion, and bound-bound dominates free-bound emission.
will focus on two aspects of the emission spectra:~i! the
free-bound spectrum, which maps the electron distribution
the He21 plasma, and~ii ! line emission, which indicates
population cascade time scales of importance for recomb
tion x-ray lasers.

C. Free-bound spectra and electron energy distributions

The free-bound spectrum provides a direct mapping of
electron energy distribution function since radiative reco
bination between an electron and an ion results in emiss
of a photon whose energy is the sum of the free-elect
energy and the~binding! energy of the state to which th
electron recombines. To derive electron distributions fro
the free-bound spectra~photon energies greater than 54
eV!, we correct for the spectral variation of both the mon
chrometer energy resolution and the~hydrogenic! radiative
recombination cross section. We begin with a discussion
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the initial electron distributions. Importantly, we note that
heating is insignificant~we calculate less than 2 eV of IB
heating! so that the distributions are determined by the~es-
sentially atomic! ionization process.

FIG. 1. Emission spectra from the He21 plasma at times corre
sponding to~a! 0–50 ps,~b! 150–200 ps, and~c! 350–400 ps.
Linearly polarized laser pulse were used~160 fs, 616 nm!. Also
shown are regions of line emission in HeII. Free-bound emission
corresponds to photon energies greater than 54.4 eV.
1. Initial electron energy distributions

(a) Free-bound structure.The initial electron energy dis
tributions ~obtained from Figs. 1 and 2! are shown in Figs.
3~a! and 4~a! along with least-squares fits to Maxwellian di
tributions. Since the distributions exhibit a structure not e
pected for a Maxwellian distribution, we discuss possib

FIG. 2. Emission spectra from the He21 plasma at times corre
sponding to~a! 0–50 ps,~b! 150–200 ps, and~c! 350–400 ps.
Circularly polarized laser pulse were used~160 fs, 616 nm!. Also
shown are regions of line emission in HeII. Free-bound emission
corresponds to photon energies greater than 54.4 eV.
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FIG. 3. Electron energy distributions within the He21 plasma at times~a! 0–50 ps,~b! 50–100 ps,~c! 100–150 ps, and~d! 350–400 ps.
Linearly polarized laser pulses were used. Energy distributions were obtained from the free-bound emission spectra as described
Also shown are least-squares fits to Maxwellian distributions.
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causes for the structure. Non-Maxwellian electrons co
produce a structure in the free-bound continuum region
could fluorescence from doubly excited states with both e
trons in statesn>2 @14#. However, three factors indicate th
the observed structure cannot be attributed to fluoresce
from doubly excited transitions. First, the doubly excit
transitions that could potentially contribute to the observ
features@Figs. 1~a! and 2~a! or Figs. 3~a! and 4~a!# involve
two-electron transitions to the ground state of HeI. These
transitions are weak in comparison to single-electron tra
tions @14#; however, fluorescence from the accompany
single-electron transitions is not observed@see Fig. 1~a! near
40 eV#. This indicates that the structure above 60 eV@Figs.
1~a! and 2~a!# does not arise from two-electron transitio
that occur after the laser pulse. Second, it is improbable
mixing of states by the laser could enhance the two-elec
transition probability~in preference to the single-electro
transition probability! sufficiently to cause appreciable fluo
rescence during the laser; the duty cycle of the 160-fs la
pulse is small compared to the 50-ps spectral integra
time. Third, a similar structure previously has been obser
in time-of-flight measurements of electron distributions
sulting from high-intensity ionization of dilute He ga
samples@15#.
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At this point it seems appropriate to place the initial spe
tra of Figs. 3~a! and 4~a! in the context of relevant model
and related measurements. The optical ionization proces
sponsible for plasma production is complex, involving no
perturbative atom-field interactions. However, it has be
suggested that for sufficiently high laser intensity and lo
laser wavelength, the atom-field interaction can be trea
quasiclassically@1,2# ~the ‘‘quasistatic’’ limit!. In this limit,
ionization occurs as electrons tunnel through a~laser! sup-
pressed Coulomb barrier; the free electron then interacts
a classical laser field. This quasistatic model has had s
success in describing strong-field optical ionization and
low we compare the measured spectra of Figs. 3~a! and 4~a!
with quasistatic model predictions; where appropria
closely related measurements are also discussed.

Ionization is calculated using the tunneling rates of A
mosovet al. @16# and by integrating over the temporal profi
of the laser pulse at 100 points per optical cycle. We emp
size two considerations of interest from both a fundamen
and an applications perspective:~i! the ~initial! average elec-
tron energy and~ii ! the form of the~initial! electron distri-
bution.

(b) Average electron energy.The dilute gas measuremen
of Mohideenet al. @15# indicate that the quasistatic mod
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FIG. 4. Electron energy distributions within the He21 plasma at times~a! 0–50 ps,~b! 50–100 ps,~c! 100–150 ps, and~d! 350–400 ps.
Circularly polarized laser pulses were used. Energy distributions were obtained from the free-bound emission spectra as described
Also shown are least-squares fits to Maxwellian distributions.
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significantly underestimates the mean electron energy re
ing from high power optical ionization of He. However, in
separate experiment, Thomson scattering measuremen
high-density He gas samples indicate that average elec
energies are well described by the quasistatic model@6#. The
current~linear polarization! experiments are consistent wit
the Thomson scattering results: The average energy of
initial linear distribution~30 eV! is within 10% of the value
predicted by the quasistatic model. The discrepancy betw
the dilute gas measurements of Mohideenet al. and the
dense gas experiments of Ref.@6# could arise from two fac-
tors: ~i! at high density collisional effects may modify th
nascent electron distributions and~ii ! the dilute gas experi-
ments measured electron spectra along a specific direc
while the high-density experiments measured ang
integrated electron spectra.

When circular polarization is used, the initial avera
electron energy measured in the current work is 60 eV,
proximately a factor of 3 lower than the average energy c
culated from the quasistatic model. While some cooling
occurred over the time resolution of the measurement,
measured initial cooling rates~discussed below! suggest that
the effects of cooling over the first time interval are sma
The overestimation of average circular energies by the q
lt-
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sistatic model has also been observed by Mohideenet al.
@15#.

(c) Form of the initial electron distribution. We next dis-
cuss the form of the initial electron distribution. Neither th
linear @Fig. 3~a!# nor the circular@Fig. 4~a!# distribution is
well described by the quasistatic model, an observation c
sistent with previous measurements of~single-atom! electron
distributions@15#. For instance, in contrast to the spectrum
Fig. 3~a!, the quasistatic model predicts a linear electron d
tribution peaked at low (;1 eV) energy and a circular dis
tribution with ~approximately Gaussian! peaks at;80 and
;500 eV.

Two factors may explain the departure from quasista
distributions:~i! collisional effects and~ii ! complexity of the
optical ionization process. The important role electro
electron and electron-ion collisions play in restructuring t
~single-atom! electron energy distribution has been emph
sized by Ditmire@17# and Janulewicz, Grout, and Pert@18#.
The modeling of Refs.@17# and @18# illustrates that single-
atom calculations do not accurately describe electron dis
butions in even moderately dense (1018 cm23) plasmas: The
narrow, cold quasistatic distributions are observed
broaden and to exhibit structure.
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An additional complication arises from the potential co
plexity of the optical ionization process itself. The quasista
model assumes ionization by a tunneling mechanism. In
regard we note that the Keldysh parameters@19# used to
assess the appropriateness of tunneling ionization are 0.6
0.3 for single and double ionization of He, respective
Since neither parameter is much smaller than unity, the
ization is expected to exhibit some character typical of m
tiphoton ionization ~MPI! @20#. Accordingly, the nascen
~single-atom! electron distribution will result from a numbe
of factors known to be important for MPI such as abov
threshold ionization, Stark-induced bound-state resonan
and shifts in the ionization potential of the atom or ion due
the ponderomotive potential of the laser@20#. It may be more
accurate to characterize the ionization process as an inte
between multiphoton ionization and tunneling ionization. F
instance, high-intensity MPI with subpicosecond lasers
known to be influenced by ionization through Stark-induc
bound-state resonances involving Rydberg states@20#. At la-
ser intensities above 1015 W/cm2 an electron in such a Ryd
berg state will, rather quickly, be ionized via tunneling io
ization. We stress that a proper treatment of the ioniza
process and ensuing~collisionally driven! evolution of the
electron distribution is complex and remains an unsolv
problem. We hope that the distributions of Figs. 3 and 4
serve as guides for future simulations.

2. Evolution of the electron distribution

The evolution of the electron distributions can be o
served in Figs. 3 and 4@sequences~b!–~d!#. While the dis-
tributions are observed to thermalize at longer times, i
significant that the distributions do not thermalize in t
;10-ps time scale necessary for peak gain in a HeII 1s-2p
recombination laser@21#. We note that thermalization is ob
served to occur in;200– 300 ps for both laser polarization
These thermalization time scales are in marked disagreem
with the electron-electron collision time of;1 ps @22# for a
Maxwellian distribution at our experimental parameters~Z
52, kT520– 40 eV, 1018 atoms cm23!. Slow thermalization
is consistent with an absence of cold electrons in the elec
distribution since the electron-electron collision cross sec
is peaked for cold electrons@22#.

The ~temporal! evolution of the electron temperature
shown in Fig. 5 for both linear and circular polarization.
times when the distributions are nonthermal, equival
‘‘temperatures’’ have been defined as two-thirds of the av
age electron energy. The late-time linear and circular te
peratures are comparable due to the larger thermal grad
inherent to the hotter distribution, which results in fas
cooling. For instance, Fig. 5 indicates an initial linear co
ing rate of 4 eV/50 ps and an initial circular cooling rate
12 eV/50 ps. Both distributions cool to;5 eV in 300–400
ps.

D. Line emission and x-ray laser implications

1. Population cascade time scale

Next we discuss the time evolution of the bound-st
populations. The feasibility of recombination lasers is larg
dependent upon a rapid cascade of population into the u
-
c
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state of the lasing transition. Time-dependent fluoresce
spectra allow us to assess whether such a cascade pro
rapidly. In this context we note that the temporal evolution
1s-2p line emission is indicative of the time scale on whic
appreciable population funnels into then52 state; this state
is the upper level of a possible resonance line laser in HII

@21#. Experimentally, we find that the 1s-2p transition domi-
nates the recombination spectra at times later than 400
after the laser pulse. As discussed below, this time scal
approximately a factor of 100 slower than expected fro
simulations based on assumption of a Maxwellian distrib
tion.

Calculations for gain in recombination lasers typically a
sume a Maxwellian distribution of electrons at a temperat
estimated from the quasistatic model@3,21#. Using this as-
sumption, we model our recombination spectra with t
time-dependent recombination kinetics codeFLY @23#. FLY

considers bound-bound and bound-free processes within
plasma while also accounting for optical absorption affec
The density history of the plasma, as predicted by a mode
adiabatic expansion@24,10# at an initial density of
1018 atoms cm23, was coupled to the measured~linear! tem-
perature history to drive the calculations forward in tim
The decay in electron density due to recombination is ca
lated self-consistently by the code and the predicted tim
dependent spectra were convolved with the spectral resp
of the detection apparatus. We find that the 1s-2p transition
in He II is predicted to dominate free-bound emission in 5
approximately 100 times faster than measured. While
time scale is dependent on density, our results would
change qualitatively owing to uncertainty in the gas dens
Simulations indicate that the gas density would have to
more than two orders of magnitude lower~than
1018 atoms cm23! to explain the discrepancy between o
simulations and the initial spectrum of Fig. 1; the gas dens
is uncertain by nominally a factor of 4@10#.

The observed slow recombination is consistent with
free-electron distribution that exhibits a deficit of cold ele

FIG. 5. Time-dependent electron temperatures in He21 plasmas
obtained using linearly and circularly polarized laser pulses. Exp
mental electron energy distributions not well approximated by
Maxwellian distribution have been assigned an equivalent ‘‘te
perature’’ defined as two-thirds the average energy of the meas
energy distribution function.
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trons in comparison to a Maxwellian distribution. Qualit
tively, the rise of 1s-2p line emission is expected to b
slower given a deficit of cold electrons owing to the d
creased cross sections for both three-body recombination
the ensuing collisional deexcitation cascade. We have i
grated both the initial distribution of Fig. 3~a! and the asso-
ciated best fit Maxwellian (kT520 eV) over the three-body
recombination and collisional deexcitation cross secti
@25# and find that the three-body recombination rate for o
measured distribution is a factor of 3 slower than expec
for the Maxwellian, while collisional deexcitation rates a
nominally 10% slower. Given this modification of collision
deexcitation rates, it is not a simple procedure to estimate
time scale for a population cascade to then52 state of HeII .
One must include all collisional processes as well as
inverse processes in a time-dependent fashion. This req
a recombination kinetics code that does not assume a M
wellian distribution of electrons and is beyond the scope
the present work.

2. Gain using two laser pulses

Instead, we attempt to draw some conclusions as to
feasibility of recombination x-ray lasers~in He! given the
present measurements. Pulsiferet al.have calculated gain on
the Lyman-a transition of HeII assuming a Maxwellian dis
tribution of electrons@21#. The present work indicates tha
the population cascade to the upper lasing level is too slow
support gain. This result is consistent with the no
Maxwellian electron distribution observed at early time a
suggests that the gain may be recovered by allowing
distribution to thermalize before electron-ion recombinat
establishes a population inversion. During the time requi
for thermalization the plasma will cool~favorable for gain!
yet population will accumulate in the ground state of t
lasing transition~unfavorable for gain!. A second laser pulse
could then be used to ionize this ground-state population
assess the feasibility of this approach, three considerat
are addressed.

First, during the thermalization time interval~300–400
ps! the electron and ion densities decay due to both elect
ion recombination and expansion of the plasma. To estim
the effects of plasmas expansion, we assume cylindr
adiabatic expansion, which leads to the expression@24,10#

N~ t1dt!5N~ t !$1/@11dt/R~ t !/V~ t !#%2, ~1!

whereR is the plasma radius andV the expansion velocity
~taken as the sound speedAZkTe /M ion ). Using the mea-
sured~linear! temperature history and an initial radius of
mm, Eq.~1! indicates a reasonably mild 30% drop in dens
after 400 ps. To estimate the significance of electron-ion
combination we use the time-dependent codeFLY. Again the
measured temperature history drives the calculations forw
in time and a range of initial gas densities from 131018 to
331019 cm23 is assumed. For an initial atomic density
1018 cm23, the fractional recombination at 400 ps is less th
2%. This increases to;40% for an initial density of 3
31019 cm23, with 5% of this recombined population in th
ground state of the Lyman-a transition. Electron-ion recom
bination, therefore, can be classified as a minor~5%! effect.
Reionization of the ground-state population will not cons
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tute a significant perturbation of the free-electron bath. T
remaining~35%! of recombined population resides in weak
bound states~binding energy less than 10 eV! and will lead
to cold free electrons upon ionization by the second la
pulse.

Next we consider whether the second laser pulse sign
cantly heats the existing bath of free electrons. We calcu
IB heating using the heating rates of Jones and Lee, w
provide analytic expressions~consistent with Monte Carlo
simulations! for IB heating at low and high laser intensit
@26#. For intermediate laser intensities we use a fourth-or
polynomial fit to interpolate between the analytic expre
sions. We assume a laser pulse duration of 100 fs~FWHM!,
a peak intensity of 131016 W/cm2, and an initial electron
temperature of 5 eV. Effective temperatures are defined
two-thirds the energy gained by IB absorption. The electr
temperature increases by;3 eV for an initial gas density of
1019 cm23 and the heating varies approximately linearly wi
density. Heating by IB absorption is therefore moderate.

Finally, the Lyman-a gain is calculated using@21#

g ~cm21!5~918.75!~Te
0.25/Ne

0.93!@N2g1 /g22N1#, ~2!

whereTe is the electron temperature in eV,Ne is the free-
electron density in cgs units, andNi andgi are the population
and degeneracy of the upper~2! and lower~1! states.FLY is
used to determine the time-dependent bound-state pop
tions. Time-dependent gain profiles are shown in Fig. 6
several ion densities~as ‘‘seen’’ by the second laser pulse!.
An initial electron temperature of 5 eV is assumed and
final electron temperatures~after IB heating from the second
100-fs, 616-nm, 131016-W/cm2 laser pulse! are indicated in
Fig. 6. Peak gains between 1 and 6 cm21 are indicated, lim-
ited by IB heating. If current ultrashort laser pulses are us
then the IB heating can be reduced. As an example, a 3
laser pulse from a state-of-the-art Ti:sapphire laser sys

FIG. 6. Time-dependent gain curves for the Lyman-a transition
in He II using the two-ionizing laser pulse scenario discussed in
text. Ion densities~cgs units! seen by the second laser pulse a
shown, as are predicted electron temperatures~in eV!. The electron
temperatures result from inverse bremsstrahlung heating by the
ond laser pulse given a preformed plasma with an initial elect
temperature of 5 eV.
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~800 nm! contributes less than 1 eV to the electron tempe
ture given an initial density of 1019 cm23. Under these con-
ditions we calculate a peak Lyman-a gain of 15 cm21. It
therefore seems reasonable to conclude that the advers
fects of initial non-Maxwellian electron distributions can b
avoided and that gain coefficients of order 10 cm21 are fea-
sible if two laser pulses are used. In this context, we note
a slightly different two-pulse scenario has been adopted
Nagataet al. in experiments on Li@3#.

III. NEON EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental apparatus

The neon experiments were performed using a 10-T
Nd:glass laser system that provided either 800-fs pulse
1.05 mm or 600-fs pulses at 526 nm@27#. The beams were
focused with a 69-cm focal length aspheric lens to focal s
diameters of 42 and 22mm ~for 1-mm and 526-nm light,
respectively!. The beam energies were adjusted to produc
focused peak intensity of 531017 W/cm2 in both cases. La-
ser pulses were sent into a vacuum chamber at a base
sure of 1026 Torr and focused 1 mm from the exit of
supersonic pulsed gas valve, which provided a peak ou
gas density of 831018 atoms cm23 @28#. Recombination
fluorescence was collected with a point-to-point imagin
grazing incidence x-ray spectrometer~Hettrick Scientific
Model HIREFS-SXR-1.75/SA-SB! and imaged onto the pho
tocathode of an x-ray streak camera. The time resolu
achieved in these experiments was limited by signal-to-no
considerations~i.e., signal level determined the fastest swe
speed used!. A personal computer collected data from
cooled charge coupled device array, enabling collection
single-shot, spectrally and temporally resolved fluoresce
spectra.

B. Overview of spectra and wavelength dependence

At the laser intensity used in these experiments, tunne
ionization rates@16# predict that greater than 99% of the N
atoms at the center of the laser-gas interaction region wil
ionized to Ne81, with less than 1% ionized to Ne91. The
spectral range of the data is chosen to study the tempera
history of this highly ionized He-like neon plasma. In pa
ticular, we focus on free-bound emission between electr
and He-like ions~which occurs for photon energies great
than 240 eV! while also observing bound-bound emissi
from Li-like ions.

The spatial distribution of the focused laser beam res
in production of lower ion stages in the spatial wings of t
laser focal spot; emission from these regions occurs
dominantly at lower photon energies, outside the spec
window in which data were accumulated. The most sign
cant contribution from lower ion stages is due to free-bou
emission from the Ne71 plasma~which may overlap free-
bound emission from the Ne81 plasma!. Two factors mini-
mize the effects of overlap. First, given the proximity of t
Be-like continuum edge~207 eV! to the Li-like continuum
edge~240 eV!, the spatial volume that is ionized to Ne71

~requiring the laser to overcome a 207-eV potential barr!
but not Ne81 ~a 240-eV potential barrier! is small ~ratio of
1:5 by volume!. Second, the Ne71 and Ne81 plasmas are
-
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expected to have roughly equivalent initial temperatu
~since their ionization potentials are similar! so that overlap
of the continua does not complicate matters. As further c
roboration, we note that simulations using the kinetics co
FLY indicate that line ratios from bound-bound emission
the Ne81 plasma are consistent with temperatures determi
from continuum slope measurements.

A representative emission spectrum integrated over 50
and obtained using 526-nm light is shown in Fig. 7. In co
trast to the He experiments, line emission dominates fr
bound emission at early time and free-bound emission
peaked at the continuum edge, indicative of a Maxwell
distribution. The 1s22l -1s2nl8 series in Li-like Ne is ob-
served with the 1s22p-1s23d line at 98 Å predominant. We
note that the 98-Å line has been proposed as a pote
~recombination! x-ray lasing transition@3#. Also prominent
are the 1s22s-1s23p ~88-Å! and 1s22p-1s24d ~74-Å! tran-
sitions.

The features appearing near 230 and 310 eV in the 1-mm
spectra of Fig. 9~discussed below! are higher-order diffrac-
tion features of the 1s2-1s2p transition at 13.4 Å in Ne91. It
has been proposed that this feature may arise from collisio
excitation and ionization due to hot electrons created
stimulated Raman scattering@29#.

C. Initial temperatures and wavelength dependence

A temporal sequence of emission spectra is shown in F
8. Temperatures are determined from the slopes of the f
bound portions of the spectra, but are not precisely equa
these slopes@10,13#. A least-squares fit to the continuum
region indicates an initial~0–50 ps! temperature of 41 eV.
Cooling of the plasma is observed in the subsequent spe
When the laser wavelength is increased, significant hea
of the electrons is observed. Continuum emission resul
from 1-mm laser light is shown in Fig. 9 and the initial tem
perature is 136 eV, nominally a factor of 3 hotter than o
tained with 526-nm light. The quasistatic model predicts
wavelength squared or factor of 4 increase.

FIG. 7. Representative spectrum of electron-ion~radiative! re-
combination to the He-like Ne ion (l,52 Å) and of line emission
within the Li-like Ne ion (l.52 Å). The spectrum is obtained
using 526-nm, linearly polarized, 600-fs laser pulses. The pro
nent features near 98 and 88 Å are the 1s22p-1s23d and
1s22s-1s23p transitions, respectively, in Li-like Ne.
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FIG. 8. Temporal sequence of free-bound emission spectra in the He-like Ne plasma at times corresponding to~a! 0–50 ps,~b! 300–350
ps,~c! 700–750 ps, and~d! 800–850 ps. Spectra were obtained using 526-nm laser light. Also shown are least-squares fits indicating
temperatures in the Ne81 plasma. The noise level of the detection apparatus is shown as a dashed line.

FIG. 9. Temporal sequence of free-bound emission spectra in the He-like Ne plasma at times corresponding to~a! 0–80 ps,~b! 80–160
ps,~c! 480–560 ps, and~d! 960–1040 ps. Spectra were obtained using 1-mm laser light. Also shown are least-squares fits indicating elect
temperatures in the Ne81 plasma. The noise level of the detection apparatus is shown as a dashed line.
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Measured initial temperatures are significantly lower th
expected. To predict an initial temperature we consider i
ization heating and heating by IB absorption. The quasist
model is used to calculate ionization heating. Electron dis
butions are calculated by integrating~at 100 points per opti-
cal cycle! the tunneling ionization rates of Ref.@16# over the
temporal profile of the laser pulse and by accounting
ground-state depletion. The average energy resulting f
eight sequential ionization events~to Ne81! is determined
and effective temperatures are defined as two-thirds the
erage energy. Inverse bremsstrahlung absorption is ca
lated as described above using the heating rates of Ref.@26#
and by accounting for time-dependent ionization over
temporal profile of the laser pulse. Using the above pro
dure and our experimental parameters, we calculate in
temperatures of 350 eV with 526-nm light and 760 eV w
1-mm light. While additional heating can be expected fro
stimulated Raman scattering~SRS!, such a calculation is be
yond the scope of the present work; the primary purpose
the calculations presented above is to illustrate that the m
sured temperatures are significantly lower than expected

D. Cooling rates and rapid plasma cooling

Measured temperature histories~over the first nanosec
ond! are shown in Fig. 10 and average cooling rates
;15 eV/ns~526 nm! and;100 eV/ns~1 mm!. Rapid initial
cooling is observed with 1-mm light: The cooling rate over
the first 10 ps is;1 keV/ns. While rapid initial cooling is
not directly observed in the 526-nm data, we show bel
that the initial cooling may be unresolved.

To model the initial cooling process, we consider t
526-nm data since the~uncalculated! effects of SRS heating
are expected to be less severe than for 1-mm light. We con-
sider cooling by thermal conduction. When the mean-f
electron-electron collision length is small compared to
plasma radius, a classical~diffusive! model of thermal con-
duction is appropriate@30#. In this regime we use the coolin
coefficients of Spitzer@31#. If, on the other hand, the mea
free-electron collision length is larger than one-tenth
plasma radius then thermal conduction is modeled as fl

FIG. 10. History of electron temperatures in Ne81 plasmas ob-
tained using 526-nm and 1-mm laser light. Error bars are dete
mined by the larger of either the shot-to-shot variation or the
certainty in the least-squares fit to the continuum region.
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limited free-streaming thermal conduction@30#. To account
for the spatial profile of the focused laser beam, we div
the laser-gas interaction area into two regions: an inner
gion where Ne61, Ne71, and Ne81 dominate and an oute
region representing an average of the remaining ion sta
The inner region is heavily dominated by Ne81 since we
calculate that this ion is produced by the laser over a rad
of 11 mm, while Ne71 and Ne61 are produced between 1
and 12mm and 12 and 13mm, respectively. We assign
volume weighted average temperature~of 315 eV! to this
region determined by the predicted initial temperatures
ion stages 61, 71, and 81. Initial temperatures are calcu
lated as described above. A similar procedure is used for
outer plasma region~the initial calculated temperature is 3
eV and the plasma radius is 120mm!.

Figure 11 shows the calculated temperature evolution
both the inner and outer plasma regions. Initially, fre
streaming thermal conduction rapidly transports heat fr
the inner plasma to the surrounding~colder! plasma. Subse-
quent to this rapid initial cooling, the entire plasma cools
classical thermal conduction at a much slower rate~thermal
gradients are smaller!. The outer plasma thus acts as a th
mal bath against which the inner plasma cools. The flux-lim
parameter was set to 0.25 to produce the results of Fig. 1
this adjustable parameter is increased then more rapid c
ing results. The flux limiter is an essentially phenomenolo
cal parameter used to connect simple models of fr
streaming thermal conduction to predictions from mo
sophisticated numerical models for heat transfer@30,32#. The
model described above therefore only serves to illustrate
feasibility of an initial rapid cooling event and is not in
tended to quantitatively describe the initial rapid cooling
to make definite statements concerning the initial tempe
tures ~which are unresolved!. A sophisticated treatment o
heat transfer in tunnel-ionized plasmas seems timely and
results should be taken as a data point against which su
calculation can be compared. Such a calculation is impor
from an applications perspective since very rapid cooling
required for recombination x-ray laser schemes: In Li-li
Ne, for example, the 3d5/2-2p3/2 ~98-Å! gain lasts for less

-

FIG. 11. Measured electron temperatures in the He-like
plasma obtained using 526-nm light. Also shown is the result o
thermal conduction cooling model discussed in the text. The in
(Ne81) plasma is shown to rapidly cool against the surround
~outer! plasma at a lower stage of ionization.
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992 57GLOVER, CRANE, PERRY, LEE, AND FALCONE
than 1 ps, so the plasma must cool to;40 eV in 1 ps@3#. We
measure that this~40-eV! temperature is obtained in less tha
10 ps, but signal and instrument considerations limit o
ability to make direct measurements on a subpicosec
time scale.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have time-resolved the x-ray-emiss
spectra of plasmas produced by intense, subpicosecond
pulses and find that control of the electron ‘‘temperature’’
achieved with variation of either the laser wavelength or
larization. Helium experiments are performed in a parame
regime where the optical ionization process determines
initial distribution of electron energies. However, the me
sured initial distributions are not well described by the qu
sistatic model. We speculate that the discrepancy arises
a combination of two factors: ~i! ~collision driven! evolu-
tion of the electron distribution during the measurement
terval and~ii ! inability of the quasistatic model to correctl
describe the initial electron distributions. Since the measu
~linear! distribution exhibited fewer cold electrons than e
pected from either the quasistatic model or from a Maxw
ian distribution with the same average energy, electron-
recombination was observed to proceed significantly slo
than expected. This slow recombination adversely affe
prospects for recombination x-ray lasers and we calcu
that plasma kinetics are sufficiently mild over the measu
~electron! thermalization time that a gain of order 10 cm21 is
tt
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feasible for the Lyman-a transition of HeII ~304 Å! if two,
time-delayed, laser pulses are used.

The Ne experiments are performed in a parameter reg
where post-ionization heating strongly influences the ini
electron temperature. Measured initial temperatures
much lower than expected and a model based on flux-lim
free-streaming thermal conduction indicates that large th
mal gradients result in rapid~initial! cooling rates. Efficient
heat conduction therefore determines the electron temp
ture as observed on a 10-ps time scale: The highly ioni
~hot! plasma at the center of the laser-gas interaction reg
cools to a temperature determined by the surround
~colder! plasma at a lower stage of ionization. As to the for
of the electron energy distribution, we observe Maxwelli
distributions on a 10-ps time scale; the nascent distributi
are unresolved. Further experiments and calculations are
quired to determine the initial distributions and cooling rat
In this context we note that recent developments in fem
second x-ray measurement technology may permit meas
ment of x-ray-emission spectra with less than 100 fs ti
resolution@33#.
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